Intraoperative radiotherapy with electrons (ELIOT) for early breast cancer: the European Institute of Oncology experience
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Abstract: Partial breast irradiation (PBI) as an alternative to whole breast irradiation (WBI) is an attractive approach tested in several phase II and a few phase III studies, using different modalities of irradiation. Intraoperative radiotherapy (RT) with electrons allows the reduction of a whole course of WBI to a single session during surgery. The European Institute of Oncology (Milan, Italy) conducted a series of investigations aimed proving the safety and the effectiveness of intraoperative RT as a full dose PBI. The single dose of 21 Gy was calculated to be theoretically equivalent to a full course of conventional WBI. This ultimate form of hypofractionation carried some concern regarding the long-term impact on breast parenchyma. Phase I and II studies and a number of off-protocol patients have shown feasibility and good short-term results in both disease control and cosmesis. The results of the ELIOT randomized phase III trial comparing intraoperative RT to conventional WBI are discussed in the context of a worldwide scenario including other four randomized studies and one metaanalysis, so far. From the analysis of the available data, the adequate patient selection emerges as mandatory to make intraoperative RT and other PBI modalities a reasonable alternative to conventional WBI. Further investigations are required to fully understand the weight of clinical and histologic variables classically associated with increased risk of local recurrence. In addition, the role of molecular classification in the pattern of recurrence after PBI will be more and more predominant.
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Partial breast radiation therapy (PBI) as a component of breast conservation therapy is an emerging paradigm in the treatment of women with early breast cancer (BC) (1). Over the past two decades there has been a radical change in BC radiation. In the nineties almost all the women received whole breast irradiation (WBI), which was almost always performed with conventional fractionation. Nowadays, a number of radiation oncologists are delivering alternate breast radiotherapy (RT) strategies from WBI with hypofractionated schemes to PBI. In a survey (2) where physicians were asked how often they used the breast irradiation regimens, Balloon-PBI was the second most common irradiation technique after conventionally fractionated WBI, although this technique is not currently supported by clinical phase III trials. PBI is an attractive treatment approach that offers patients shortened overall treatment times and a potential decrease in the radiation dose delivered to non-target portions of the breast and adjacent tissues. Over the past decade, PBI has spread quickly, showing a 10-fold increase between 2002 and 2007 (3) and thousands of women are being currently treated with different modalities in clinic practice. At the 13th St Gallen expert consensus meeting, the majority of the Panel recognized the safety and efficacy of some forms of PBI in...
selected patients, although the issue about the definition of a suitable group still exists (4). The NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413 trial, closed in April 2013, enrolled a large number of patients with estrogen negative status, 1 to 3 positive axillary lymph nodes and younger than 50 years old, which might clarify the appropriateness of PBI in this setting (5).

The rationale for PBI is based on the observation that the majority of local recurrences (LR) were close to the region of the primary tumor (6). Therefore, limiting the radiation target volume to the originally involved portion of the breast would achieve local control equivalent to WBI in selected cases. The ideal patients are the ones with low risk of harboring distant tumor cells or with distant tumor cells which remain dormant, because of the intrinsic indolent nature and/or the effect of systemic therapies. The previous studies on PBI failed to achieve acceptable local control because of the poor patient selection, the inadequate target definition and dose prescription. Over time, the eligibility criteria and the radiation technique have been refined, achieving annual LR rate lower than 1%, with best figures about 0.5% (7). So far, five phase III randomized trials and one meta-analysis evaluating PBI have been published. In the first two randomized studies, the Christie Hospital (8) and the Yorkshire Breast Cancer Group trials (9), PBI showed poor local control, because both of them were inadequate to modern standard. Conversely, the Hungarian trial based its success on strict selection criteria, including only low-risk BC patients. At ten years follow-up no difference was found regarding LR and any survival endpoint (10). In the more recent Targit-A trial, where more than 80% of patients fell into the ASTRO suitable group, the preliminary results, after two years and a half, showed similar LR rate among PBI and WBI patients. After five years, LR in the intraoperative arm was greater than that in WBI arm (3.3% vs. 1.3%, \(P=0.042\)) (11). In the ELIOT trial (12), both true LR and new ipsilateral BC were significantly more common in the intraoperative RT arm than in WBI arm, while no differences in any survival endpoint was noticed. The correlation between PBI and an increased risk for both local and regional recurrence, without any impact on survival, was also outlined by the meta-analysis (13). Different modalities of PBI have been used, each of them with their own advantages and drawbacks. Intraoperative RT with electrons with one single fraction of 21 Gy has the advantage of one short procedure that includes both surgery and RT at the same time. Extending the operation by few minutes (the whole procedure, in fact, from preparing the tumor bed to delivering the prescribed dose, takes not more than 15 minutes), avoids long treatment course and solves the practical question of travelling back and forth from the RT centre, which in some countries or circumstances might be an obstacle. In addition, intraoperative RT with electrons allows a great decrease in the radiation dose delivered to non-target tissues, since skin is moved away from the radiation field and ribs, lungs and heart are properly shielded. Furthermore, the intraoperative modality allows a precise delineation of the tumour bed, which is identified under visual control, avoiding any geographic miss. The development of this technique was made possible by the availability of new mobile linear accelerators, which are able to enter the operating theatre to administer the treatment. The Milan experience started in 1999 at the European Institute of Oncology (14).

After short phase I and II studies, a single dose of 21 Gy was selected. The technical details have been previously described (15).

The dose of 21 Gy, prescribed at the 90% isodose in a single fraction, was delivered immediately after the tumor removal, through a round Perspex applicator tube. The diameter of the collimator was chosen according to the site and the size of the tumor. The energy of the electron beams was selected according to the measured thickness of the reconstructed gland. To protect the underlying critical structures (ribs, lung, heart), an aluminum and lead disc was placed between the mammary gland and the superficial fascia of the major pectoral muscle.

From a radiobiological point of view, the treatment of 21 Gy in a single fraction was supposed to be equivalent to the conventional treatment of 60 Gy in 30 fractions, by using the linear quadratic equation. Assuming that the alpha-beta ratio of breast tumor cells and early side effects is equal to 10, giving a single-dose treatment of 21 Gy should result in the same local control and acute toxicity as conventionally fractionated doses of 65 Gy. Conversely, assuming that the alpha-beta ratio of breast tumor cells is equal to 4, 21 Gy in a single dose should be equivalent to 131 Gy in 2 Gy fractions. However, more severe side effects (such as fibrosis) in late responding tissues (which have alpha-beta ratios of 3 or lower) might be expected from the single-fraction treatment, since biologically equivalent dose higher than 168 Gy is achieved (16). Although the LQ-model seems not to fit well in a high dose per fraction region, at present, it remains the most reliable reference model (17). From a clinical point of view, IEO Phase I and II studies (14) have shown feasibility and good short-term results in both disease control and cosmesis. Out of
101 patients who took part in the dose escalation study, 16 patients (16%) developed breast fibrosis that was mild in 15 and severe in one, while two patients reported mild pain on the tumor bed, with a mean follow-up of 42 months. Patients who did not enter the phase III ELIOT trial, although being treated according to the same schedule of 21 Gy, were analyzed apart in a report (18) with a median follow-up of 36.1 months. Among them, 34 (1.9%) reported breast fibrosis, which was severe in two cases, and 14 (0.8%) experienced moderate skin retraction. The ELIOT phase III study, comparing the intraoperative PBI with conventional WBI, started in November 2000 and the accrual continued till December 2007 (12). At that time, the eligibility criteria considered as adequate for selecting patients for intraoperative treatment were based on simply clinical and tumor features: small tumors, up to 2.5 cm, clinically negative axillary nodes and age over 48. This age cut-off was set to include only women in peri-or postmenopausal status, for whom the risk of LR throughout the breast is considered lower than in young patients. A total of 1,305 BC patients were randomized before surgery in the study (654 in the conventional WBI arm and 651 in the intraoperative RT arm). Due to ineligibility after surgery or protocol violation, 119 patients were excluded and a total of 1,186 patients were available for analysis (601 in the conventional WBI arm and 585 in the intraoperative RT arm). The primary endpoint was the incidence of in-breast reappearances, including true local relapse (defined as any recurrence near the site of the primary tumor) and ipsilateral BC. The study was designed as an equivalent trial. The equivalence was based on the expected 5-year rate local relapses in the conventional arm of about 3% and in the intraoperative RT arm of no more than 7.5%.

Among the ELIOT phase III patients, acute side effects were limited with a statistically significant difference in favor of the intraoperative RT arm (P=0.0002), except for a higher incidence of fat necrosis. In particular, fewer skin side effects were observed in the intraoperative RT arm, compared to WBI arm, because of the skin sparing. No differences between the two arms were observed for mammary fibrosis, mammary retraction, pain or burning.

Based on these data, the expected toxicity seems not to be confirmed by clinical observations. However, as late morbidity can increase over time (19), the final assessment should be made after follow-up period longer than five years.

Regarding local control, among off-protocol patients at 36 months (18), a LR rate of 3.6% was observed, of which more than 60% were true recurrences, whereas the remaining was considered second ipsilateral cancers, occurring outside the index quadrant. This group of patients, excluded from the ELIOT trial because they did not fully satisfied the strict eligibility criteria, was at higher risk of failure compared to in protocol patients. In fact, the number of patients aged 50 or under, with tumor size larger than 2 cm, more than three positive lymph nodes, grade 3 and high Ki-67 was greater than in ELIOT trial patients. With an annual rate of in-breast reappearances of 1.21%, the cumulative incidence would achieve 6.05% at five years. Most of the factors deemed prognostic for LR are well-known. In univariate analysis, the risk of LR increased with the increase of tumour size, number of positive lymph nodes and proliferative index (Ki-67). In addition, the presence of LVI and HER2 over expression, the absence of ER/PR receptor status, and the young age confirmed to be risk factors. In multivariate analysis, age <50 and tumour size >2 cm remained independent predictors of local relapse.

Combined with increasing evidence that WBI improves long-term overall survival, BC experts have been striving to identify the proper eligibility criteria to safely select patients for PBI. Several consensus statements from different breast experts panels have been published. The most expansive recommendations were released in 2009 by the American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) (20), and in 2010 by the European Society for Radiation Oncology (GEC-ESTRO) (21). These recommendations outlined three patient groups, based on clinical and pathologic risk factors. Whether these guidelines optimally define the risk categories remain in question. Numerous studies have failed to find a correlation between risk stratification and rates of LR. A pooled analysis including more than two thousand patients, showed a similar 5-year rate of local, regional and distant failure between PBI and WBI patients categorized according the ASTRO groupings (22).

We are aware that these guidelines for PBI cannot be fully applied to intraoperative RT, since they are based mainly on histopathologic features, which are not entirely available at the time of delivering intraoperative irradiation. This is without doubt one of the greatest issues connected with intraoperative techniques, because the definitive pathologic report can show histologic or biomolecular features for which WBI would be the best choice. TARGIT-A trial included the possibility to complete the treatment by adding WBI, in case of critical pathological findings. However, some efforts to improve the pre-irradiation pathologic tumour evaluation can be made. Being able to rely on a good quality standard of
preoperative and intraoperative pathologic assessment, many of the tumour features requested by ASTRO and GEC-ESTRO recommendations might be satisfied. In fact, true-cut or core biopsy specimens and intraoperative frozen sections can show the type of histology, grading, hormonal receptor status, margin resection involvement and sentinel lymph node status. We applied the ASTRO and GEC-ESTRO recommendations for the use of PBI to off-protocol patients treated with intraoperative electrons, to evaluate the ability to predict clinical outcome (23,24).

ASTRO groupings observed stricter criteria compared to ESTRO and this difference affected the correct identification of the risk categorizes. The “suitable” or “good” candidates showed a very low rate of in-breast recurrences, which was 1.5% and 1.7% according to ASTRO and ESTRO, respectively. While both the consensus guidelines successfully pinpointed this subgroup of patients with low-risk of LR, there was no agreement in the identification of the higher risk subgroups. ASTRO, due to strict selection criteria, kept on detecting differences between the intermediate and high risk groups, (4.4% and 8.8%, respectively), while ESTRO, with looser selection criteria, failed to notice any differences between the groups (7.4% and 7.8%, respectively). In the ASTRO and ESTRO favourable groups, patients reported a low risk of LR both near and distant from the original tumor site. Conversely, in the more unfavorable groups, patients developed high LR rate both in the index quadrant and in the remaining breast. This finding may be the expression of a form of radioresistance and the presence of a great amount of distant tumor cells associated with more aggressive tumors.

In the ELIOT phase III trial (12), the majority of patients shared the same tumor features as the suitable ASTRO group. The two arms were perfectly balanced at baseline, except for a higher frequency of G1 tumors in the intraoperative RT arm. After median follow-up of 5.8 years for all patients, 35 in-breast reappearances, with a 5-year LR rate of 4.4%, were observed in the intraoperative RT arm compared to four cases, with a 5-year LR rate of 0.4%, in the conventional WBI arm (P=0.0001). Breaking down the in-breast reappearance incidence according to the site of recurrence, an excess of “true local relapses” was found in the intraoperative RT arm (21 cases, 2.5%) compared to the conventional WBI arm (4 cases, 0.4%) (P=0.0003). The occurrence of a new tumor in the ipsilateral breast, at a distance from the index quadrant, was observed only in the intraoperative RT arm, with 14 events (1.9%, P=0.0001). This finding supports the effect of WBI on preventing LR, already highlighted by some randomized studies (25). Therefore, in the intraoperative RT arm an excess of recurrences in the ipsilateral breast was detected, both in the index quadrant and in the other quadrants of the same breast compared to the conventional WBI arm. Interestingly, in the Hungarian study, the relapse rate in the arm with PBI was 5.5% at five years, which was similar to that recorded in the intraoperative RT arm of ELIOT study (26). In the latter one, the observed LR rate was within the prespecified equivalence margin of 7.5%, but it was significantly greater compared to that observed in the conventional WBI arm. Because of this great difference between the two arms, ELIOT phase III trial failed to demonstrate the equivalence.

An important point to emphasize is that, in spite of the increased LR incidence in the intraoperative RT arm, the 5-year overall survival was similar in the two arms (96.8% in the intraoperative RT arm and 96.9% in the WBI arm), with an equal number of distant metastases and deaths after a median follow-up of 5.7 years.

The analysis aimed at identifying characteristics associated with the rate of local relapse was restricted to patients treated with intraoperative RT, since the low number of recurrences in WBI arm prevented any further investigation. In multivariate analysis (12), tumor size greater than 2 cm (HR 2.24), ≥4 positive lymph nodes (HR 2.61), high grade tumor (HR 2.18) and triple negative subtype (HR 2.40) presented a significantly increased risk of in-breast reappearances. Patients receiving intraoperative RT with at least one of these high-risk factors had a significant increase in the 5-year LR risk, from 1.5% to 11.3%. Several studies have investigated the association of the molecular subtypes with rates of local recurrence, but the impact is still unclear. Some studies have shown that the basal or triple-negative and HER2+ subtypes are associated with an increased risk of LR (27). Among the ELIOT trial patients, molecular subtypes remain independent predictors of local relapse. In fact, compared to Luminal A patients, the other subtypes showed a significant increase in local recurrence rate.

A stratification of LR according to site of in-breast failure was carried out among the ELIOT out-trial patients (18). Patients in the Luminal A category had a very low risk of both true local relapse and new ipsilateral BC, luminal B and triple negative subtypes had higher incidence of LR in both the index quadrant and in the remaining breast, while for HER2+ patients the true recurrences were prevalent.

When we applied the ASTRO guidelines to patients
enrolled in the ELIOT phase III trial, the suitable patients according to ASTRO treated with intraoperative electrons presented a local relapse rate as low as those treated with WBI, whereas the cautionary and the unsuitable groups showed better local control when treated with WBI. It means that aggressive tumors have a larger amount of distant microscopic disease, which might be controlled by extended radiation fields. Since 2011, the NCCN guidelines (28) recognized the use PBI for the ASTRO suitable group. The results from the ELIOT phase III trial strengthen the indication of the use of PBI for this subgroup of patients. It should be pointed out that patients belonging to the ASTRO “cautionary” or “unsuitable” category are not necessarily at higher risk of LR, but should be encouraged to take part in specifically addressed clinical trials (29). However, for the time being, the safe applicability of intraoperative breast irradiation should be limited to patients classified “suitable “according to ASTRO, as emerged by the results of ELIOT phase III.
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